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Abstract 

Let G be a connected graph on which an edge coloring ( )   ,,,,2,1: NkkGEc →   is 

defined, where adjacent edges may be colored by the same color. The graph G is rainbow 

connected and the edge-coloring c is called rainbow coloring if there exists a rainbow path 

between every two vertices of G. Rainbow connection number of a graph G, denoted by ( )Grc  is 

the minimum number of colors which are needed in order to make G rainbow connected. In this 

paper, the rainbow connection number for some graphs such as cocktail party graph, line and 

middle graph of wheel graph are determined and ( ) ( ) =
=

n

i
iBrcGrc

1
 if G is a connected graph 

with a cut vertex and has ‘n’ number of blocks ,iB  is proved. 

1. Introduction 

Rainbow connection of graphs is a new developing concept in recent 

times. It was first introduced by G. Chartrand, G. L. Johns, K. A. McKeon 

and P. Zhang in [1]. It was developed to find the minimum number of distinct 

passwords assigned to the edges of a path between every two vertices in a 

network in order to transfer the high security information between the 

vertices. 

All graphs considered in this paper are non-trivial, simple, finite and 

undirected graphs. Let G be a connected graph on which an edge coloring  
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( )  ,,,2,1: kGEc →  is defined where adjacent edges may be colored by 

the same color. A path in G is a rainbow path if no two edges of the path are 

colored by the same color. The graph G is rainbow connected and the edge-

coloring c is called rainbow k-coloring if every two vertices in G are connected 

by a rainbow path. The rainbow connection number of a graph G, denoted by 

( )Grc  is the minimum number of colors which are needed in order to make G 

a rainbow connected graph. For any connected graph G with size m and 

diameter ( ),Gdiam  then ( ) ( ) mGrcGdiam   [1]. If G is rainbow k-

colorable, then ( ) .kGrc   

The following results are proved by Chartrand et al. in [1]. Using these 

results, we will determine the rainbow connection number of certain graphs 

in this paper. 

Proposition 1.1[1]. Let G be a nontrivial connected graph of size m. Then  

(a) ( ) 1=Grc  if and only if G is a complete graph  

(b) ( ) mGrc =  if and only if G is a tree. 

Proposition 1.2[1]. For each integer ( ) .
2

,4





=
n

Crcn n  

2. Rainbow Connection Number of Cocktail Party Graph 

In this section, the rainbow connection number of the cocktail party 

graph will be determined by using the results which were seen in the 

previous section. 

Definition 2.1. Cocktail party graph [6]. Let 2nK  denote the graph 

with nm 2=  vertices. Each vertex iu  is non-adjacent to inu +  for 

ni ,,2,1 =  and all other pairs of vertices are adjacent. This unique 

( )2−m -regular graph on m vertices is called cocktail party graph. The 

diameter of 2nK  is 2 when .1n  

Theorem 2.1. Let 2nK  be the cocktail party graph of order n2  where 

.1n  Then ( ) .22 =nKrc  
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Proof. Let 2nK  be a cocktail party graph where .1n  Let .2nm =  

Let ( )  nnnnnn uuuuuuuKV +++ = ,,,,,,,, 213212   be a vertex set of 

.2nK  

Let ( )  ( ) ( ) jnijiKVKVuuKE nnjin +=  ,|222  and 

.,1 mji   

Since ( ) ( ) .2,2 22 =  nn KrcKdiam  It remains to prove ( ) .22 nKrc  

Since 2nK  is ( )2−m  regular graph, it contains a cycle mC  of length m 

formed by the vertices .,,,,,, 2121 nnnnn uuuuuu +++   Define the coloring 

( )  2,1: 2 →nKEc  as follows 

( ) ( ),,1 1 miiii CEuueec == +  where mi ,,2,1 =  and 1+mmuu  

1uum=  

( ) ( )2,2 = nKEeec  and ( )mCEe   

 

Figure 2.1. Coloring of the graph 23K  by the definition of c. 

So that the edges between adjacent vertices are colored by the color 1 or 2 

whereas the edges of the path between any two non-adjacent vertices are 

colored by the colors 1 and 2 since diameter of 2nK  is 2. c is a rainbow         

2-coloring which implies ( ) .22 nKrc  Therefore ( ) .22 =nKrc  

3. Rainbow Connection Number of Line and Middle Graph of Wheel 

Graph 

In this section, the rainbow connection number of line and middle graph 

of wheel graph will be determined by using the known results. 
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Definition 3.1 Line Graph. A line graph ( )GL  of a simple graph G is a 

graph whose vertices are edges of G and two vertices in ( )GL  are adjacent if 

and only if the corresponding edges of G have a vertex in common. The 

number of vertices in ( )GL  is ( )( ) ( )GEGLV =  and the number of edges 

in ( )GL  is ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )

 =
−=

GV

i
GEdGLE

1
2
12

1
 where id  is a degree of a 

vertex .iv  

Theorem 3.1. Let ( )nWL  be a line graph of a wheel graph .nW  Then 

( ( )






=
=

.53

4,32

nif

nif
WLrc n  

Proof. Let ( ( ))  nnn vvvuuuuWLV ,,,,,,, 21321 =  be a vertex set of 

( ).nWL  ( )nWL  contains a complete graph nK  with vertices 

( )  nn uuuuKV ,,,, 321 =  and a cycle nC  with vertices 

( )  .,,,, 321 nn vvvvCV =  Let ( )  njiuueKE jiijn ,2,1,,|,, =  and 

.ji   Let ( )  niin vivveCE ,3,2,1|, 11 == +  and .11 vvvv nnn =+  Let 

( ( ))  ( ) ( )  niuvaCEKEWLEM jiijnnn ,,3,2,1|  ====  and ij =  

and .,1 11 uvuvij nnn =+= +  

Therefore, ( ( )) ( ) ( ) .MCEKEWLE nnn =  

Case 1. 4,3=n  

( ( )) ,2=nWLdiam  where .4,3=n  Therefore ( ( )) .2nWLrc  It remains to 

show that ( ( )) .2nWLrc  Define a coloring ( ( ))  2,1: →nWLEc  as follows 

( ) ( )nii CEeec = ,1  and i is odd  

( ) ( )nii CEeec = ,2  and i is even 

( ) ( )nijij KEeec = ,2  

( ) Maac iji = ,1  
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Figure 3.1. Coloring of graphs ( )3WL  and ( )4WL  by the definition of c. 

By the definition of c, there exists a rainbow path between every pair of 

vertices of ( ).nWL  Therefore c is rainbow 2-coloring which implies that 

( ( )) .2nWLrc  Therefore ( ( )) ,2=nWLrc  when .4,3=n  

Case 2. Let .5n  

Define a coloring ( ( )  2,1:1 →nWLEc  as follows 

( ) ( )nii CEeec = ,11  and i is odd 

( ) ( )nii CEeec = ,21  and i is even 

( ) ( )nijij KEeec = ,21  

( ) Muvaac iiiiii = ,11  

( ) Maac ijij = ,31  and .1+= ij  

By the definition of ,1c  there exists a rainbow path between every pair of 

vertices of ( ).nWL  Therefore, c is rainbow 3-coloring which implies that  

( ( ) 3nWLrc   (1) 
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Figure 3.2. Coloring of the graph ( )nWL  by the definition of .1c  

Sub case (i). 5n  

Since  

( ( ) ( ( )) 3,3 = nn WLrcWLdiam  (2). 

Therefore by (1) and (2) ( ( )) 3=nWLrc  for .5n  

Sub case (ii). 5=n  

Since ( ( ) ( ( )) .2,2 55 = WLrcWL  Suppose that ( ( ) .25 =WLrc  ( )5WL  

contains a cycle .5C  Then ( ) 3=nCrc  by the proposition 1.2. 

 

Figure 3.3. Coloring of ( )5WL  by definition of c. 

If two distinct colors are assigned by the definition of c which is shown in 

the figure 3.5, then there is no rainbow path between the vertices 2v  and 5v  

which is a contradiction to the assumption that ( ( ) .25 =WLrc  Therefore 

( ( ) 35 =WLrc  for .5=n  
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Definition 3.2. Middle Graph. Let G be a graph with the vertex set 

( )GV  and the edge set ( ).GE  The middle graph ( )GM  of G is a graph whose 

vertex set is the union of ( )GV  and ( )GE  and two vertices are adjacent if and 

only if 

(i) They are adjacent edges of G or 

(ii) One is a vertex and the other is an edge incident with it. 

Theorem 3.2. Let G be the middle graph of Wheel graph nW  with 13 +n  

vertices then the diameter of ( )nWM  is 






=

.33

32

nif

nif
 

Proof. 

Case 1. Let .3=n  

Let ( )  621321 ,,,,,,, vvvuuuuGV =  be a vertex set of G. Let 1A  be a 

subgraph of G with vertex set ( )  3213211 ,,,,, vvvuuuAE =  and edges set 

( )  3,2,1|, 11 == + iuvvuAE iiii  and .1343 uvuv =  Let 2A  be a subgraph of 

G with vertex set ( )  6543212 ,,,,, vvvuuuAV =  and edges set 

( )  .3,2,1|32 == + ivuAE ii  Let 3A  be a subgraph of G with vertex set 

( )  3213 ,, vvvAV =  and edges set ( )  3,2,1,,|3 == jivvAE ji  and .ji   

Let ( )  3,2,1|, 11 == + iuvvuAE iiii  be a subgraph of G with vertex set 

( )  6214 ,,, vvvAV =  and edges set ( )  3,2,1,|, 434 == ++ jivvvvAV iiii  

and .4373 vvvv =  Let 5A  be a subgraph of G with vertex set 

( )  3215 ,,,, vvvuAV =  and edges set ( )  3,2,1,|, 434 == ++ jivvvvAE iiii  

and .4373 vvvv =  Let ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4321 AEAEAEAEGEEGE ==  

( )5AE  
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Figure 3.4. Subgraphs of the graph G. 

( ) .2Grc  Since ( ) ,2=Gdiam  it remains to show that ( ) .2Grc  So define a 

coloring ( )  2,1: →GEc  as follows 

( ) ( )1,1 AEeec =  and ,iivue =  where 3,2,1=i  

( ) ( )1,2 AEeec =  and ,iivue   where 3,2,1=i  

( ) ( )2,2 AEeec =   

( ) ( )3,2 AEeec =  

( ) ( )4,1 AEeec =  and ,3+= iivve  where 3,2,1=i  

( ) ( )4,2 AEeec =  and ,3+ iivve  where 3,2,1=i  

( ) ( )5,1 AEeec =  

So that there exists a rainbow path between every pair of vertices of G. 

Therefore, c is rainbow-2-coloring which implies that ( ) .2Grc  Therefore 

( ) 2=Grc  when .3=n  
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Figure 3.5. Coloring of the graph ( )4WM  by the defining of c. 

Case 2. Let 3n  

Let ( )  nn vvvuuuuGV 22121 ,,,,,,,, =  be a vertex set of G. Let 1B  

be a subgraph of G with vertex set ( )  nn vvvuuuBV ,,,,,,, 21211 =  and 

edges set ( )  niuvvuBE iiii ,,2,1|, 11 == +  and .11 uvuv nnn =+  Let 2B  be 

a subgraph of G with vertex set ( )  nnnn vvvuuuBV 221212 ,,,,,,,  ++=  

and edges set ( )  .,,2,1|12 nivueBE iii === +  Let 3B  be a subgraph of 

G with vertex set ( )  nvvvBV 2213 ,,, =  and edges set 

( )  njivvvveBE kiniii ,,2,1,|,3 === +  and ink ++= 1  and 

.112 ++ = nnnn vvvv  Let 4B  be a subgraph of G with vertex set 

( )  vvvuBV ,,, 214 =  and edges set ( )  ,1,|,4 +== njivvuvBE jii  

nn 2,,2 +  and   nivvji ii ,,2,1|1  = +  and .11 vvvv nnn =+  Let 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).4321 BEBEBEBEGE =  

( ) .3Grc  Since ( ) .3=Gdiam  It remains to show that ( ) .3Grc  So 

define a coloring ( )  3,2,1:1 →GEc  as follows 

( ) ( )11 ,2 BEeec =  and ,iivue =  where ni ,,2,1 =  

( ) ( )11 ,2 BEeec =  and ,iivue   where ni ,,2,1 =  

( ) ( )21 ,1 BEeec ii =  and i is odd 
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( ) ( )21 ,1 BEeec ii =  and i is even 

( ) ( )31 ,2 BEeec =  and ,niivve +=  where ni ,,2,1 =   

( ) ( )31 ,1 BEeec =  and ,niivve +  where ni ,,2,1 =  

( ) ( )41 ,3 BEeec =  

 

Figure 3.6. Coloring of the graph ( )5WM  by the defining of .1c  

So that there exists a rainbow path between every pair of vertices of G. 

Therefore 1c  is rainbow-3-coloring which implies that ( ) .3Grc  Therefore 

( ) 3=Grc  when .3n  Hence proved. □ 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have determined the rainbow connection number of 

graphs such as cocktail party graph line and middle graph of wheel graph. 
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